Do you want to work with an unparalleled set of high-quality data and AI technologies in a field that makes a real positive difference to people’s lives?

The Company

SciBite Limited is a multi-award-winning life-sciences technology company based in Cambridge UK which is transforming the way life science organisations handle text and documents. Our semantic deep-learning solutions understand the complexity and variability of content within Life Sciences yet are still simple to use. We can quickly identify and extract scientific terminology from unstructured text and transform it into valuable machine-readable data. Our tools are flexible and versatile, facilitating use by both end-user scientists and integration into 3rd party applications. Our team of expert software engineers and data scientists are at the forefront of the latest developments in AI, such as ontologies, knowledge graphs and machine learning. Through our parent company, Elsevier, our team has access to an incredible range of resources, content, and opportunity from a global life-science leader, while retaining that agile small company feel.

The Role

We’re known for solving the problems other solutions can’t and we’re looking for developers who thrive when faced with new challenges and opportunities. You’ll be joining at an exciting time as we begin to design and develop our new semantic platform and you will play an important role in making this vision a reality. We’re not a software shop, but a team that engages in collaborative R&D with our customers to devise new solutions to problems they’re facing.

Key responsibilities

- Working with key stakeholders in an agile environment to design and develop our state of the art Named Entity Recognition service
- Developing rapid prototypes to test potential approaches in areas such as search, text mining, machine learning, graph technology, or others suited to your skill set
- Engage with the team to continually improve systems, practices, documentation while working to deliver excellent customer support

Qualifications/Skills/Experience

The ideal candidate for this role must have:
• Significant experience of designing and developing web-based solutions using java 11, Spring Boot, RESTful APIs in a fast paced, agile environment
• Confidence to own tasks, work with technical and business stakeholders and see things through
• Experience with AWS (principally EC2, S3), CI/CD, working with Devops in linux based environments
• Understanding and experience of deploying code in containers, e.g., docker
• Object Orientated concepts and design patterns

Additionally, any experience in the following would be advantageous
• Experience in the life sciences or pharmaceutical domains
• Understanding of modern web authentication flows

About our team:
Our team is made up of dedicated individuals with a ‘can do’ attitude. We believe in taking ownership of what you do, you take responsibility and get to put your own ideas into your work. We welcome thinkers. Our software process is agile and flexible so we can manoeuvre quickly to requirements as they come in from our life science users. You also get exposure to the entire SDLC, from architecting a greenfield system to cloud or on-premises deployments.

Your life at SciBite is very much what you make of it; there are opportunities for travel, do innovation, use a range of cutting-edge technology (including bringing your own to the table) and customer interaction. In return we ask that you bring your whole self to work, your passion, your joy. We want our journey through work to be a fulfilling, rewarding and happy one.

What We Offer
A career at SciBite comes with the chance to help tackle real-world challenges of some of the biggest companies in biomedicine and beyond. Coupled with that comes competitive salary, a fantastic benefits package, share options and the chance to work in an environment that encourages innovation and personal development. Perhaps most importantly, working at SciBite offers a chance to enjoy working in a close, friendly team where what you contribute really makes a difference.

To apply please search the Job Reference on our Elsevier careers page